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ABSTRACT

Cybersecurity has become a very hot topic due to high profile breaches that occurred in the past years. Despite the implementation of current known preemptive methods such as intrusion detection systems, anti-viruses, and the use of firewalls, hackers still find sophisticated means to steal data or impair an organization by targeting their assets. It is important that security professionals need to “think outside the box” and use new tools and techniques to mitigate threats beyond current known detections and prevention technologies. It is imperative that our infrastructure and assets are impermeable from domestic and foreign attackers. Our best line of defense is the detection of any threats or vulnerability to prevent or minimize damages of our assets from domestic and foreign attackers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information security is a crucial topic to address and to implement within any organizations to ensure the safeguards of their internal assets and intellectual properties\cite{1}. Most organizations do conduct business via the cyberspace which has become more convenient and provided real time connection and communication especially for users\cite{2}. The use of such technology has provided an opportunity for hackers to penetrate companies’ infrastructure and to exploit their vulnerabilities \cite{3}. Cyber security has become an important subject to address malice used by malevolent users to steal information\cite{4}. Cyber security attacks are performed by individuals or groups for criminal or personal purposes that usually include financial motivations\cite{5}. Increased cyber attacks are due to attackers being more sophisticated in this ever evolving and complexed digital economy that has grown exponentially\cite{7}. Exploits have increased tremendously in the past decade which resulted in the increase or property loss, privacy, data theft, which impacted consumer confidence\cite{8}. Exploits increased more than 42% by 2012 with an average of 116 targeted incidents daily\cite{11}. According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), infected systems with ransom ware generated more than $209,000,000 in early 2016 and increasing attacks are more prevalent\cite{14}. In that instance, 32% of surveyed executives stated that investment in security will be a priority in 2017 compared to 2015\cite{16}. According to the Threat Stats report, 91% of attacks starts with email\cite{18}.
In order to detect attacks more accurately and to build on a robust detection system, it is imperative to apply other areas that include new technologies, big data, attacker philosophies and the normal user activities[21]. Understanding how businesses compile and manipulate data is needed in future studies to comprehend what might contribute to security failure and analyzing their ethical processes[26]. The question is how intrusion detection systems tools and configurations can be further implemented to better deal with cybercrimes to mitigate accruing theft and financial loss from security professionals’ prospective[71].

2. INTRUSION DETECTION PROBLEMS

In order to efficiently improve the security of organizations and to mitigate the rise of exploits, it is important to focus on the Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) that is used and employed, or should be employed, by most organizations to ultimately safeguard their data[71]. It is fundamental to have IDS be familiar with any new attacks that hackers use to access systems and to be able to launch suitable countermeasures against such ill activities[13][36]. Protecting the network rests on the fundamental importance that intrusion anomaly rests on IDS to effectively identify and destroy any types of malicious activities from damaging the system and accessing valuable information. IDS are an important tool because its implementation will help detect anomaly behaviors and apply detection mechanisms to possibly detect unauthorized access or/and behavior that can compromise the system[71]. One important factor is that there is a significant gap in the literature when it comes to information security management[38]. Organizations need to understand how to identify the threats they may be facing and how their data need constant protection[1]. Implementing tools and techniques to ensure the integrity, availability, confidentiality, and accountability of the system are essential to the survival of the organization[59]. Observing such activities is crucial in identifying accurate attacks especially when it comes to false negative and positive alerts [34][21]. Researchers have analyzed and debated about the anomaly detection dilemma and concluded that alternatives have been elusive. Again, with advanced stealth methods from attackers, it has become a very complexed procedure to identify and systematically difficult to address every malicious intrusion in systems[21].
3. BACKGROUND STUDY

3.1 RESEARCH

Because of very little research in this area, proposed data protection mechanisms have been scarce in detecting such abuse from internal users when they utilize their system privilege to violate the organization security procedures and the handling of data[78]. The impact of internal misuse of information within the organization has increased the vulnerability and risks associated with such abuse[44]. A useful strategy is to implement different security concepts to deter any possible internal threats such as employing disciplinary actions to control human behavior and attitude, the use of more monitoring surveillance, perimeter defense, and notably incorporating decoys as a mean of deception to attackers[8].

In contrast, looking at what is needed to ameliorate the status quo in regards to enhancing IDS, it is not hard to see that there is a long battle ahead to overcome security threats internal and external. As stated previously, developing systems that are absolutely exploit free is very difficult and close to impossible in the positive and negative IDS alerts[17]. And this become a greater endeavor because regardless of what procedures are in place, an organization is still at risk not only from external attacks but also from the ones from within[35]. Such gap is a representation of what literature has shown because no concrete research to alleviate and understand how to reconcile this security management dilemma has been made[38]. In one hand, it is important to deter security exploits from external sources but at the same time deter exploits from your own organization.

3.2 APPLIED METHODS

Again, job rotation, separation of duties, and vacation time are not enough to prevent malfeasance [45]. The principle of least privilege does not prevent access rights that are accurately allowed. Nowadays, organizations cannot always restrict minimal access for employees due to their business demands[75]. Thus the need for collaboration is needed to bridge the gap between efficient IDS and insider and outsider threats[9]. As long as this gap exists, it will be very difficult to understand and mitigate most of the security holes that expose infrastructure information to hackers[38].

The insider threat is not only costly but was hard to detect especially when the person is already part of the organization[37]. Now, at any given time, an organization needs to focus on two fronts to mitigate unknown attacks. It is possible to study patterns and attributes of certain or all events but if the end focus is not determine, it could lead in missing exploits unless IDS detected it as being an anomaly[23]. Some research refer to this dilemma as the “Dark Side of IT” where stopping an employee that has access to sensitive information is difficult if he/she wants to sell to competitors but implementing strong security policy is critical in such situation[73]. The insider threat does not seem to have a concrete resolution due to people uncertain conduct[45]. It is difficult to integrate great security measures because organizations may need to grant higher access to certain employees, make sure the network is managed accurately and that all personnel activities are monitored, and that they adhere to company security and ethical policies[35].

4. ETHICAL BEHAVIOR

Addressing ethical issues related to practices, policies, and confidentiality would bridge the gap between security and risk management in organizations to help mitigate the increase in infrastructure exploits due to poor system design[24]. Understanding the mechanism and how organizations operate, ethical issues can arise and decisions will need to be made at the
management level to address such concerns[9]. And compiling data that is needed in future studies will help comprehend what might contribute to security failure and analyze ethical processes[26]. Today’s network infrastructure are so complexed that it is categorically impossible to adequately distinguish plausible valid alerts[21]. The literature does show that systems have flaws and that those very systems are hard to replace, ineffective, and vulnerable to increasing and sophisticated attacks from outside and especially inside[53]. IDS need to be adequately configured to perform as expected[13]. However, it does not mean that the security monitoring stops there. Security professional need to inspect and monitor all activities to be sure that all transmission are valid or not[21]. Because there is a significant gap in the literature, researching such phenomenon would be beneficial for all organizations[38]. Further research is needed to explain this phenomenon and to incorporate it as part of an information assurance strategy [1]. The gap in the literature regarding information security management in organization is indeed significant[38]. Information technology has brought convenience to authorized and malicious users in terms of using the system to their advantage[2]. Cyber Security threats to the United States information systems infrastructure have increased and need to be constantly and effectively addressed[1].

5. INFORMATION SYSTEM THEORIES

There are three theories that can be implemented within information security. Those theories are the Theory of Planned Behavior (PBT), Deterrence Theory (DT), and Protection Motivation Theory (PMT). Those three theories can be integrated within the proposed dissertation topic by providing a better understanding of the phenomenon.

5.1 PLANNED BEHAVIOR THEORY (PBT)

Organizations need information systems and have to implement strong security measures to mitigate security threats[54]. Employees in an organization can become a potential threat intentionally or not[69]. Due to technology, current organizations depend on information systems to manage their data infrastructure. Beside using firewalls, anti-virus, backup, access control, and other security protocols, employees more than likely bypass security measures to complete a task[48]. The literature proposes the employment of security policies, education, training, awareness, and programs[6]. Studying additional factors that impact the employees’ behavior can be useful[54]. Again communications within the organization regarding security policies need to be adequate and understood[69]. More than 50% of all breaches are caused by policy violations by employees[69]. PBT is a good predicting theory to approximate behaviors related to information security policy compliance[39]. PBT indicates that people are influenced by attitude based by norms and behavior control[69]. Previous research that have utilized the PMT noticed that anticipating employees’ behavior was useful and critical[48]. It is also correct that such employees are the main reasons for information security to fail or prosper[48]. Future research in the qualitative area by doing interviews could add more substance to such research field[54]. Employees need to be aware of the consequences when it comes to security violation[69].

5.2 DETERRENCE THEORY (DT)

When it comes to human behavior, possible illicit activities can be controlled when severe punishment are in place[29]. Again, when it comes to internal defense, internal employees are still viewed as the weakest link regarding exploits and system mismanagement[27]. Significant advances in attack detection and prevention still do not protect against this type of vulnerability. Most of computers incidents are related to internal actions from authorized users[57]. Despite incorporation effective and necessary security measures, organizations are hit with exploits due to inappropriate actions[29]. The deviant behavior of insider threats whether malicious or accidental
are still prevalent and DT can be an additional layer to make aware that provisioned actions are in place against such occurrence[77]. When there is a strong severity in sanctions, deterrence control is highly effective[22]. It surely resonate in an employee’s mind when it comes to violations intention[22]. Expectations from significant others do have a huge impact on potential violators[22].

Organizations should aim at deterring motivated or unmotivated users to think twice about their actions and to make sure they follow security policies[57]. Upper management should understand the priority in applying deterrence in security[29]. As an example, the ISO/IEC 27002 Standard for information security management infer to the deterrence theory when recommending guidelines[29]. Future research to include other means of control measures would be helpful. It is important to develop further perspectives theories to enrich the DT[22]. Further information security research would emphasize on the malicious or accidental behaviors to match them to their respective motivational trigger[27]. Fear based communication models have been used in recent studies using PMT within the behavioral information security domains[61].

5.3 Protection Motivation Theory (PMT)

PMT elaborates on the fact that people would consider if they can take actions (self-efficacy) and if those actions will render the specific corresponding outcome (response efficacy)[43]. Organizations are facing tremendous security issues from employees not conforming to internal security policies[67]. The organization needs to assure that their computer systems and its peripherals are compromised free[43]. Studies show that the internal threats are real and have potential negative influence[30]. Insiders’ behavior accounted for almost half of the breaches[61]. Protecting the organization resource is imperative especially applying corresponding security measures[61]. Employees disdain for security policies compliance is a huge issue for organization[76]. Such behavior lead to security threats which account for half of all breaches[67]. Employees are more likely to comply with security specific policies or measures when they know what the end result[52]. Employees’ attitude toward following precise security policies leads to actual policy compliance[67]. PMT does indicate how individual respond to the compliance stimulus and the motivation behind it and to deter them from malicious activities[76]. PMT has two factors that are perceived vulnerability and perceived severity and both factors do make employees believe positively when it comes to following security policies[67]. To reinforce the cognitive theory described in PMT, future compliance can be determined by bridging the gap between past employee behaviors to address future ones[76]. PMT helps determining the adherence to such policies by making policies convenient and part of a rewarding task[76].

6. IDS Problems

IDS do have three areas of interests that most researchers do address to highlight the problem that impair the reliability and effectiveness of detecting harmful actions and to help raise the correct alert[17]. Investigating IDS to mitigate the increase of computer crimes will be effective to reduce loss due to theft and help maintaining the integrity of personal and financial data[14][56]. IDS do have advantages and disadvantages that relate to the effectiveness of its functionalities and its abilities to perform successfully to prevent and thwart current and future attacks[12]. There are known problems that identify and emphasize on those issues by analyzing existing systems with known flaws because they cannot be easily replaced, the difficulty of developing secured systems, and understanding that those so-called secured systems are still vulnerable to inside malicious activities including human errors[35].
6.1 CURRENT SYSTEM FLAWS

First, addressing the issue with current systems that have flaws is crucial to determine how to bring them up to date and increase their efficiencies. The main overall problem revolve on organization being proactive after the attack occurred which I usually too late and detrimental. Too many companies really do not have any idea that they are being breached until after the fact. Hence, it is very important to proactively predict the emerging attacks by using some forms of analytics to build specific responses to appropriate exploits. Securing the organization assets is a great difficult task to tackle[72]. Because of the rise of identity thefts in the United States, cybercrime has become dominantly and unequivocally identified as a criminal act[53]. The implementation of IDS presents an important factor when it comes to anomaly detection which can potentially harm the system if not well defined and configured to effectively allow authorized access and behaviors[71]. Failure to detect valid anomalies can be fully ineffective in detecting any type of attack behavior and to pinpoint its sources which would make preventive actions ineffective[81]. As security has become an afterthought in most organizations, most failures are caused by the inappropriate detection methods to protect assets and consequently inadequate robust anti-penetration systems[24]. Corporate management have now been paying more attention to this phenomenon and have increased their interests in corporate security[63]. Formulating a solution has been a long debate when it comes to cyber threats. In 2016, a US legislation was introduced to promote information sharing and emphasizing on new standards to facilitate such endeavors via the NST, the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology. According to the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CGR), Cybersecurity attacks are on the rise and incredibly from 66% every year since 2009[20].With vulnerabilities that are designed flawed along with defects, hackers are able to infiltrate network and gain access to data and are able to control critical systems and proliferate denial of service.

Thus, flawed systems allow hackers to easily enter and navigate the network without being noticed due to ineffective internal security protocols[23]. Behavioral detection has become highly complexed due to the sophisticated attacks[7]. Protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) of information are crucial since all security incidents are related to the manipulation of those three data elements[33]. Encryption does offer a greater sense of security for user stored data across the network but it also has brought questions and controversies when it comes to encrypting devices by default especially during an investigation where perpetrator data is locked safely[25]. There are many theories on how to improve IDS deficiency when it comes to anomaly detection to allow the alert management to help investigate logical patterns among incidents[60]. For instance, legitimate activities are not correctly detected by IDS and anomalies are referred as valid activities[17]. However, the disadvantage lies in false alarms due to authorized users and their behaviors causing the misidentification due to misconfigurations of the system[21]. Anomaly detection works by analyzing the historical data by detecting irregularities that differ from usual conditions[17].

Furthermore, using robust IDS would help detect attacks more accurately and by that utilizing studies from different areas, attacker psychologies, including new technologies, data mining skills, and the normal user behaviors[21]. Literature also highlights that there is a lack of information sharing between organizations relating to sensitive data breaches[51]. Organizations must understand the threats facing their information systems with direct impact on their business[21]. There is much to gain when security information regarding threats, systems vulnerabilities, and fixes for such system vulnerabilities are shared[74].

There is a great need to implement stronger security measures to address current challenges[1]. It is imperative to make sure that supportive measures are secured and corrective actions are applied[62]. Recent literature has only predominately focused on military and law enforcement
organization using defensive countermeasures[32]. Because of the shift in focus, there was no information on how to deal with private organizations and how to address holistic response measures[55]. And this is why threats increased because reliable information on the risk management of cyberattacks of critical infrastructures were not readily available[28]. Research to describe how cyber security measures need to be further addressed is necessary[66].

6.2 SECURED SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Secondly, there is an apparent difficulty in developing and implementing secured systems. It is understood and expected that all aspects of the infrastructure are protected from any kind of breaches that would target and affect the security, integrity, availability, confidentiality of the organization stored data[59]. When analyzing IDS, its configuration may impair the detection of harmful actions[17]. It is a categorical and legitimate problem for a system to distinguish between harmful and genuine behaviors[36]. The organization senior management team needs to utilize the fundamental of IT governance to define management directives, processes, and controls to assure that the information created, processed, stored by the organization, protected, and that rigorous information security practices are implemented[1].

Data theft and manipulation are the results of failed security implementations that allow attackers to commit criminal activities by targeting such permeable infrastructure. This created the phenomenon known as “advanced persistent threats” that are a well-groomed and resourceful adversaries backed by powerful government or groups[40]. The explosion of big data helped industries capitalize on financial and personal information such as credit cards and personal security details like social security number and so forth[51]. Information technology has offered great convenience to valid and unauthorized users[2]. As an example, web applications are essential tools for e-commerce and e-banking for they require the transmission of information required for payment[10][12]. Hackers gained profitable and unlawful profits in retrieving such communication medium for obvious and malicious financial reasons in most cases[12]. There is still a disconnection in the research community to propose a more elaborated IDS to tackle its failed properties[49].

Also, collaborations between organizations regarding security systems are necessary and better security will always prevail from serious disasters[9]. Cybercrime has become a growing and more sophisticated techniques that target the exploitation of systems worldwide[42]. All plausible scenarios need to be developed and formulated toward avoiding misidentified alerts[21]. It is also fundamental to keep in mind that the human element is a factor where system administrators need to analyze and improve practices to enhance IDS[68]. There is a great deal of opportunity to handle all the big challenges when it comes to better system definition and all associations to implement the right controls[13]. Some systems do currently use a static corresponding matching to decide what is best to deal with current penetration attempts[65]. The use of more methods are appropriate because intrusion patterns are complexed and evolving but could be predicted[21]. Implementing the right system response is more feasible compared to no appropriate protection at all[50].

In addition, well trained system analysts should be required monitor the system as well[59]. Hackers understand that the golden egg resides in the financial benefit of gaining access to those vulnerable infrastructure and data[50]. Regardless of current techniques that entail log analysis, packet filtering, and behavior analysis, it seems that some attacks still fall through the cracks[7]. Again, sophisticated and collaborated attacks against the organization should not just rely on one IDS aspect but all possible configurations to analyze and to recognize any abnormal activities[58]. A phenomenology approach would appropriately focus on the experiences of security professionals as a way to understand the issue openly and in depth[32]. The purpose of this research will be to describe how cyber security measures needs to be further addressed[66].
6.3 Insider and Outsider Threats

Last, understanding that secured systems are still vulnerable to inside malicious activities and/or human errors is important[35]. Basic executions can alleviate the vulnerabilities caused by human errors, weak implementations, and the lack of standard to thwart exploits especially in system life cycle[70]. One aspect of IDS that most organizations do not focus upon more consistently, compared to outside threats, is the inside threats[14]. IDS not only rest with former disgruntled employees but also programmers that do have a backdoor access to your network[14]. In fact, there is a big challenge on how to distinguish the insider threats from the cybersecurity threats because of the activity and digital signatures they produced[45]. When a hacker has access to a compromised system, authentication and authorization alone are not enough to prevent unauthorized access[14]. The insider threat has to become more addressed because it poses challenges when it comes to protecting the system especially database access[58]. Analyzing human behavior is not accurate and close to impossible and therefore techniques such as job rotation, vacation time, and separation of duties are tool to manage people and system effectively[45]. Unfortunately, people do crimes of opportunity such as sabotage, intellectual property theft, and fraud[19]. It is clear that any member of the organization dealing and having access to sensitive information still can perform incorrect or malicious system activities such as updates and misconfigurations[19].

Nonetheless, no major suitable solutions have been made to successfully approach the insider problem to adequately solve it[45]. Damaging effects on the reputation and consumers trust are a result of poor network assessment and management which affect the appropriate utilization of IDS[80]. And this is the biggest threats to organizations when security incidents emerge from internal sources[44]. The cause for not finding a reasonable solution for insider threats is because human behavior cannot be accounted for and the motive for performing such attacks varies[31]. The reasons could be related to being a hacktivist, spy (espionage), or just a government body eager to steal secrets[41]. When it comes to insider threats pre-emptive actions, it is important to identify the critical area that needs to be protected, have controls in place to eliminate future malicious activities, perform employees’ awareness trainings, beware of terminated and disgruntled employees, and also incorporate some type of insider threats program that would help identify warning signs and questionable behaviors[64]. Insider threats are the most difficult security exploits that can be detected with an IDS because it does not account for such behavior[46].

7. IDS Issues and Theories Integration Correlation

Hence, it was clear that those theories did align and did impact on the previous denoted IDS current known identified problems. For instance, when looking at the current system flaws, the PBT indicates that people in the organization are influenced by norms and behavior control. An organization management needs to understand what security protocols and policies are needed to enhance their current system status to better protect their assets. Such behavior is needed from top down so employees can benefit from it and understand the ideas behind it. The Deterrence theory does correlates with the secured system development needs because data should be protected from malicious access and the application of deterrent would be notified internal or external culprit that harsh punishment will be imposed on such offenders. As for PMT, most breaches are caused by some actions from the internal users. Employees’ compliance to security policies is critical. Also, communicating to personnel that engaging in proper practices would help to prevent unforeseen situation from becoming worse.

7.1 Theories Implication

Based on the Planned Behavior, Deterrence, and Protection Motivation theories, it is important to incorporate policies to convey proper information to employees. It is imperative that upper
management also supports employees when it comes to policy application. In fact, the two bodies need to have an open communication channel to make sure that the company directives are well understood. Hence, promoting the need for internal staffs to do the right job and to comprehend the repercussions of some actions are essential. Because workers are part of the infrastructure, they can be the source of the problem but also can part of a pertinent solution. As the literature as shown, further research and considerations in behavioral analysis when it comes to information systems are necessary in order to further the understanding of why people do what they do and their motivation behind it.

7.2 Ethical Considerations

Ethical practices would help establishing a sound work environment. Employees need to feel that the task there are accomplishing would result in a positive outcome. It is also important for those users to understand that despite deterrent mechanisms in place that they are free from punishment by conducting themselves with respect and discipline. When members of the organization feel that they have some control, they will have the tendency to behave professionally with respect to their specific duties. Also, the literature shows that conducting ethical training does boost morale and consequently behavior[79].

8. Conclusion

A phenomenology approach would be beneficial to add to the body of language by having a depth conversation with security professionals and their take on the effectiveness of intrusion detection and the role of management[32]. Such conversation would highlight the issue on improper alerts that may render the system ineffective when the organization is subject to a sophisticated stealth attack[34]. The issue where activities are valid and identified as invalid needs to be addressed[60]. Research also shows that there is an economic impact after an attack but it also underlines that most organizations reluctance to change, adaptation, and collaboration[9]. Management needs to decide how much investment is good to provide adequate security which is usually an afterthought[3]. Most of all, there is no sign of collaborations between industries to exchange information regarding exploits as to what, where, and how hackers target, attack, and exploit a system in relation to a specific pattern[78]. Due to technology advancement and more complexed attacks, detecting intrusion detection has become more elusive[21]. Thus, in cybersecurity, intrusion detection is one of the needed area of research to be exploited. It is a great opportunity to increase and enhance our infrastructure to combat and stop current and potential exploits[1].
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